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WHAT A BLAST! The first Progressive Chapter Ride is in the books and by all accounts it was a
success! Over the course of two days we had 79 members participate in at least one of the 10
segments. We had 15 members who did’m all! Hats off to the CDs and their teams for figuring
out some great routes through their neck’a the woods! Also a shout out to Chapter U for hosting
a terrific bon-fire. We’d of gotten there earlier if we’d of just listened to their directions instead of
relying on our GPS (can you say gravel roads and u-turns?!?!?!?!?). Thanks for all who
attended and made the ride a success.
Last month’s District Director’s award-winning article (not really) kinda tried to start a
conversation about members assuming a role in the organization. We got to think’n and
realized a lot of folks have no idea of the qualifications and responsibilities of being a Chapter/
District Officer. It’s really pretty simple.
For qualifications, first and foremost you have to be an active member. See, pretty easy so far.
Second you have to understand GWRRA is a TOTALLY volunteer organization and to keep it
going it needs volunteers. The third, final, and MOST IMPORTANT qualification, you just have
to ask “What can I do to help?”. None of the officer positions require a rocket-science degree
(we clearly prove that!). You can be brought up to speed on what each job entails pretty quickly.
There are a bunch of former/current officers in your Chapter/District who are more than willing to
help you get a handle on what’s required.
Okay, you meet all the qualifications. You’ve raised your hand and asked “What can I do to
help?”. You’ve been asked to volunteer to position xyz. GWRRA has a handbook (GWRRA
Handbook) which outlines all officer responsibilities at both the Chapter and District levels in
Section E. Let’s say you get the handbook, read the roles and responsibilities for position xyz
and say WOW, that’s a lot! Calm down, take a breath, and talk to someone else on the Chapter/
District Team or previous officer and walk through the responsibilities. What reads like a lot, in
reality does not require a lot of time. Don’t walk away without talking to someone! Another
great tool for understanding what’s involved is GWRRA’s Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU). This document outlines the 21 (17 for Rider Ed and Motorist Awareness) things you’re
expected to do as an Officer of GWRRA. As you read though the MOU, most of the 21 items
are DUH (i.e., keep your membership active while you’re an officer) and common sense. None
are onerous. Every officer who’s ever been has read and signed a MOU and we all survived!
There’s one more thing. You don’t have to do the same things the same way your predecessor
did them. The only requirement is to have fun! If you’re not an accomplished public speaker,
GREAT! Make your gatherings a ride or a more social get together instead of a formal meeting.
As long as information is exchanged, that’s what matters. You can be creative or try those ideas
you always have when someone else was leading. Make it your own!
We hope this makes you consider giving back to the organization and your Chapter/District
mates. At least take the step to ask “What can I do to help?” and go from there.
Until next time……..
Rick and Debbie Warmels
IN District Directors
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Over 74 percent of motorcycle-deer crashes involve injury. Deer are the third most commonly
struck object (behind collisions with another vehicle or with a fixed object). Over 90 percent of
vehicle-deer crashes occur on two-lane roads, between dusk and dawn.
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Tips to Help Motorcyclists Avoid Colliding with Deer
Practice your braking and swerving techniques. Practice is the only way to ensure you have
these skills when you need them. Be sure to practice braking hard, then releasing the brakes
and swerving.
Adding good, powerful driving lights are well worth the investment.
Wear protective gear.
Slow down. A speed over 50 mph is likely too fast to give you time to react after you see the
deer in your headlight beam. Decreasing speed gives you more time to spot an animal, more
time to react and a greater ability to maneuver.
Cover the brakes to reduce your reaction time.
Use your high-beam headlight and your additional driving light when possible.
If riding in a group, spread the riders out in a staggered formation.
Actions to take if you see a deer in or near the path of your motorcycle
Brake firmly when you notice a deer in or near your path. Be ready to stop completely if
necessary.
If time allows, flip off your high beams or flash your headlights. This may break the spell that
seems to cause deer to freeze in the road; or, alternatively, it may cause the deer to freeze at
the roadside.
Slow down until you know what the deer is going to do.
Blow your horn with one long blast to frighten the deer away, but don’t count on it.
Indiana Educators
Chuck and Chris Jacobs
bluewing@bluemarble.net

Fun Facts: Harley-Davidson motorcycles nickname "hog" began in the 1920's
because the racing team's mascot, a pig, was carried on a victory lap after each
race won by the team.
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A big Thank-You to the Chapter Directors, Ride Coordinators, and Members who planned and
executed the Northern Indiana Riding event! What a great ride it was, and you couldn’t have
asked for much better weather either. The back roads and scenery that many of you took us on
were very nice. We especially enjoyed the commentaries about historical places or childhood
memories. I’m not sure of the exact numbers yet, but we guessed there were, on average,
about 15 to 25 bikes per segment of the ride. They say a picture is worth a thousand words, so
we’ll close this article with some of the photos we took over that weekend. Thanks again, and
we’ll see you down the road!

Chris & Winona Drake
Assistant District Directors
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Hello Everyone
Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 virus almost all events have been cancelled. Our district
has tried very hard to keep everyone safe and still put on events. The Southern Ride and the
Northern Ride was two very successful events, I believe. As we have said before, this is a
prime time to talk with people about GWRRA and Motorist Awareness as we make stops for
gas, food and motels. And that is what did happen. With a large group of bikes people are
always interested in what they are doing or going. This doesn’t mean Motorist Awareness is
over for the year. We still can do an event anytime during the year. Any Motorist Awareness
event can be fun, educational and informative. When planning on taking a ride or putting on an
event remember to always comply with the CDC guidelines in the area that you are in. Safety
First.
Motorist Awareness doesn’t have to be an event, it can be done anytime. On a vacation, out for
diner, during gulf game or at a rest stop. Keep this in mind, and let us know when you do some
Motorist Awareness interaction. Its not hard.
As of writing this article the district SCRABBLE GAME is going on. We have heard of some
riders trying to make towns fit on the scrabble sheet. Not easy. I’m better at numbers than
words. Remember, while you are out getting those towns you can always talk to someone about
Motorist Awareness.
The district has more to offer, Winter Rendezvous 2021 (Feb 19-20). Keep checking for details
as plans are be made now for an even better Winter Rendezvous than this year. How come
that be, come and find out. Also, Spring Wing Warm Up (2021), detail is being worked on as
well. These will be a great opportunity to talk with people about GWRRA and Motorist
Awareness.
We have gotten some reports from chapters of some of the Motorist Awareness things that they
have done each month. This is greatly appreciated, and keep up the good work. Any help you
need, that we can give, please just get with us.
As fellow motorcycle riders we are all encouraged to help make the public aware of our being on
the road. It simply can save a life and maybe your own. As individuals or Chapters, we can
make it happen. As we have said before, it’s not that hard and a lot of us are doing it already.
Drive defensive and have FUN
Charles & Kathy Friedman
IN District MAP Coordinators
812-550-2693 cfwing@yahoo.com
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Events
Event

Host

Where

When

IL Winter Warmup

Illinois District

Springfield, IL

January 22-23, 2021

Spring Wing Warmup

Indiana District

Nashville, IN

May 21-22, 2021

Wing Ding 42

National

Springfield, MO

June 29-July 3, 2021
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